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#1 New York Times Bestseller The first publication by New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady—the
five-time Super Bowl champion who is still reaching unimaginable heights of excellence at forty years old—a
gorgeously illustrated and deeply practical “ Signing up for their exclusive ranks can be Tom Brady.s
bible”In modern sports, some athletes have were able to transcend their competition in a way that no-one
will ever forget: Jordan.s revolutionary approach to sustained peak functionality for athletes of most kinds
and all ages. that reveals Brady’ After using his methods for over a decade, Brady believes that the TB12
approach has made him— Ali. Williams. These elite legends have transformed the game, accomplished the
unthinkable, and pushed their bodies to unbelievable limitations.athlete’ “ (Sally Jenkins, The Washington
Post).Brady may be the healthiest great champion the NFL has ever endured, both physically and mentally”
Filled up with lessons learned from Brady’ In The TB12 Method, Tom Brady clarifies how he developed his
groundbreaking approach to long-term fitness, presenting a thorough, step-by-step guidebook to his personal
practice.and something that problems some commonly held assumptions around health and fitness. Brady
offers the principles behind pliability, which is at the heart of a fresh paradigm shift and motion toward a far
more natural, healthier method of exercising, teaching, and living— The longtime New England Patriots
quarterback, who in 2017 achieved his 5th Super Bowl earn and 4th Super Bowl MVP award, is widely
regarded as an athlete whose schooling and determination pushed him from a mediocre draft position to the
most-revered and respected professional soccer player of his generation.s own peak efficiency training, and
step-by-step actions steps to greatly help readers develop and maintain their own peak functionality, The
TB12 Technique also advocates for more effective approaches to weight training, hydration, nourishment,
supplementation, cognitive fitness, recovery, and other lifestyle options that dramatically decrease the risk of
injury even though amplifying and extending overall performance, as well as quality of life. Jeter.and will
make any athlete, male or female, in virtually any sport and at any level—achieve their own peak
performance. With instructions, drills, photos, in-depth case research that Brady himself offers used, along
with personal anecdotes and experiences from on / off the field, The TB12 Method may be the only
publication an athlete will ever require, a playbook from Brady himself that may change the game.
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It is important for competitive sports athletes to look at all aspects of training, competition, and recovery
which is what TB does in his book. Lots of info for the purchase price and a different slant than a lot of
"exercise" books. It made him especially happy to learn just what a great and positive impact Harden have
been on Brady and several other athletes.g. The "why" assists. plenty of weightlifting, for his new methods.
After that he explains pliability, there are 120 web pages of exercises, after that stuff on hydration, diet plan
and getting appropriate rest. And some I came across amazing, like seeing salmon on the list of acidifying
foods.g. prevent salt, but some of it is rather unique if you ask me, e.g. avocado ice cream. Some of it is
simple, e.. I figure for the $24, or whatever it had been, there are more than enough interesting suggestions
to make me happy I bought it. SHOULD BE REQUIRED READING FOR ALL COACHES AT EVERY
LEVEL This book is a listing of Brady's healthy life style and exercise routine. As a nurse practitioner
educated as a Certified Strength and Conditioning Professional, I found his beliefs to end up being pretty
much grounded in technology and commonly accepted procedures and enjoyed this content. I'm not really a
personal lover of Tom Brady, but you've got to admit, the guy's a genuine winner. It's his way of telling his
story and then thoroughly covering all aspects of life that lead to achieving a lifetime of sustained peak
efficiency that means it is unique. If we all did what he suggests, we'd all be match, healthy, and happier.
He's an athlete that is dedicated to his career. Under armour sleepwear oh pls. It's totally worth the amount
of money because the principles connect with all people, not just those that exercise or are athletes. His main
point of adding pliability (lengthening and softening muscle tissues) to your strength and conditioning
routine isn't a new concept but it is rather not used to visit a professional athlete embrace it therefore
thoroughly. It truly is one of many secrets to his athletic longevity and most of us should add pliability
exercises to our routines along with follow his 12 concepts. To discredit an earlier review - Brady does NOT
say you need to head to one of is own centers to achieve pliability. As a higher school student, Harden had
been coached by my hubby. There is a bit of a sales page tone to it though with some frustrating repetitious
phrases - but maybe the athletes need it drilled into them. It appears it was written in order that you'd obtain
the same couple messages with each page. He could have stated the same stuff in less pages. MASSAGE.
Move ahead to the middle and when you haven't had plenty of, after that hit the verbose beginning chapters.
There are always a ton of good pictures to greatly help with understanding the exercises and if you are a
Brady enthusiast you'll like his personal touch. Good tips on staying in shape as you age. EASILY had a
youngster in sports, I'd buy it for them no matter how young and examine it with them. I'm ordering my
husband his own publication and I'm recommending it to all my friends. It's actually that good. Existence
Changing for Seniors ! it was a gift im not really a brady fan. I really like the recipes, easy to understand
exercises and of course, the pictures of TB12’s gorgeous face!? My husband (not a Brady enthusiast either)
in fact liked the book and we have shared it with others. As an authorized Massage Therapist, I use these
techniques Each day. Because he uses level of resistance bands in his teaching he knew I would be
interested in it. I have incorporated a lot of his workout into my fitness regimen to produce a more functional
work out. A bit repetitious at times but the knowledge is useful. I bought a Physix gear sports activities stay
$11 on Amazon to massage my muscle tissue and it works well to place Tom's plan into action. Also started
using bands to work our with at the fitness center. Was extremely suprised to see how fast my muscle tissue
reponded and became more "pliable". The book is crucial read for any person thinking about functional
training and sports activities specific movement patterns. This book is a casino game changer!Glad I
PURCHASED It I'm glad I acquired this book. I used many of the ideas right here to improve my approach
to competing in operating races from 5Ks to marathons and found the information helpful. You've got to
respect the guy and he's definitely performing a lot ideal. Today a few of his methods spark controversylater on I believe they'll be mainstream. The material in this book is out in the media in various locations
however the book provides it together.! Great Inside Information I purchased this for my husband for a
Xmas present. He loves it! He says there's lots of inside information in it that he appreciates reading about.

For example, Brady's start at Michigan when he had been counseled by the group sports psychologist, Greg
Harden. He discusses self pliability exercises, partner pliability exercises, and then professional therapists at
his centers (which would probably be for the amateur and professional sportsmen or those who are actually
into this). The first two chapters explain why Brady discarded traditional training methods, e. I'm happy I
acquired it and recommend it.Whether you buy into Brady's ideas, if you are thinking about personal health,
from a fitness or nutrition standpoint or both, I believe this book will probably be worth a read..you've got to
admit, he's carrying it out right! It is extensive and well-believed out. I believed my hubby would be
thinking about reading about how Tom keeps fit and his workout regime, etc. to keep him strong and healthy
as he age range. Buy this book! Brady offers the right tips/advise that's good in maintaining your body
moving and in form to be the very best you can at any age. Most people have previously made conclusions
like/hate about TB and his strategies but if you approach what he must state with an open mind there exists a
lot to be gained. Thanks Tom Plenty of wisdom Same ol thing Same ol thing More marketing than content
Lots of, and frequently repetitive, advertising padding. Some cool tips, but could be summarized in several
pages plus exercise manuals. TB12 MAY BE THE GOAT! Life changing -- and We am 76 yrs . old My son
loves it Have a youngster who plays sports who also you want to eat a wholesome diet?! I suggest you test it
out for! TB12 no original chapter Only a compilation of slot of additional material.K. Too much self
marketing for TB 12 products or his sponsors (beauty rest mattresses). It must be required reading of most
high school sportsmen and especially the instructors who still don't get it. Sad, personal serving, can't
recommend.! someone in my own family asked for this so i bought it for them. it was painful to get as a
steelers fan TB12 Method Changed The Way I Train & Teach I have already been using Resistance Bands
for pretty much 35 years with our GolfGym Products. An excellent friend of ours who's an elite trainer and
coach recommended the TB12 Method book if you ask me. Be frustrated by Tom Brady’s “perfection” all
you want, but in a global that’s becoming more and more difficult to find great influences for your kids this
publication lays a decent basis. I really like how Tom Brady informed his personal story of changing from
using large weight training exercise to using bands to generate longer and more useful & Like him or not,
most would need to acknowledge his GOAT status. Worth the money Interesting book. Brady discusses
nutrition and hydration as well. Give it a try! Ken Pierce GolfGym.com Tom Brady and Alex Guerrero got it
WRONG! The techniques that are used on Tom Brady after every game/practice and at the TB12 clinic are,
in fact, a techniques referred to as ART, active release, or pin-and-stretch. It is soft tissue manipulation--A.
Not so original.A. I highly recommend starting this book with the final outcome on page 284 for a summary
of what's to arrive. My 8 year old child is loving this publication and it has opened up plenty of discussions
about wellness, healthy eating, and effort. Alex Guerrero didn't invent this. And you can't expect to get that
at a franchise or your average spa. However, I've many, many co-workers with exemplary abilities. Granted,
my very own 'brand' of massage is not typical. Apart from my very own personal bone to pick about Brady's
desire to brand himself at the exclusion of very skilled, legitimate Massage Therapists, I will give him props
for putting everything out there. "Pliable" muscles. If instructors followed these recommendations, we'd
have less accidents country wide. And he advocates for an all-encompassing commitment to general health
for optimized performance. My take away from this book re-enforces a message I have been preaching to
my customers for years: regular therapeutic massage and preserving appropriate levels of electrolytes (for
your activity level and climate) could make a world of difference in recovery and sustained performance
throughout your life.
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